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Can we see only when a
crisis opens our eyes?

Can we see only what we have already
experienced?

Can we see only what
is relevant to our view
of the future?

Can we see what is
emotionally difficult to see?
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It is several years since the State Training Board (STB) adopted the strategic plan, Strategic
Directions in Vocational Education and Training in 1994, and the STB and Adult, Community
and Further Education Board (ACFEB) adopted the Adult, Community and Further Education

State Plan 1996-1998.

Since the adoption of those plans, change has continued apace. There have been changes in
government, in organisational structures, in the local and world economy and, equally
importantly, many of the things which the Boards set out to do have been done.

Nowadays approaches to strategy making and strategic planning operate under conditions of
extreme uncertainty. The future appears much less certain than it used to appear.
Uncertainty and ambiguity characterise our lives more than ever. There are many gurus
offering us plenty of solutions to our problems but no agreed criteria on how to select them,
how to sort the wheat from the chaff.

And yet decisions have to be made with far-reaching consequences into the future. People
still have to decide whether to make investments in this activity or that. This dilemma is at
the core of strategy making and planning today.

No one can know the future. But people can:

sort out what sort of future they want for themselves

test that against what might plausibly happen in the future

develop flexible strategies which do not unnecessarily pre-empt future decisions.

The planning process adopted by the Office of Training and Further Education (OTFE) has
been based on this approach.

A three-stage review of strategic directions was carried out.

Stage One involved scanning the internal and external environment to identify major

change factors and themes. The outcomes of this analysis are summarised in Part 2

Change Drivers. The detailed environmental scan is contained in Part 4 Environmental

Analysis.

Stage Two involved the preparation of alternative views of the future under different

assumptions (scenarios) to provide a background for the Board and the OTFE to

develop a vision and strategies. The scenarios are presented in Part 3 Scenarios.

Stage Three involved the development of strategies for the future presented in A Vision

for Training and Further Education in Victoria Vision Statement, State Training Board,

June 1998.
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As the twenty first century approaches, rapid and fundamental changes are being
experienced in our social structures and economy. The rate of change is expected to
continue into the new millennium. The Victorian training and further education system can
be reasonably certain about many of the change drivers and where they will lead; so many of
the new and different demands that will be placed on the system can be anticipated. These
pre-determined change drivers are reflected in both scenarios for the future that follow in

Section 3 Scenarios.

There are also change drivers that are more uncertain and are subject to different
interpretations. Some of these uncertainties are more important for the future than others. It
is these critical uncertainties that give rise to different scenarios of the future.

The analysis of our environment has provided information on factors which might be drivers
of change in TAFE in the longer term, and identified pre-determined elements and those that
are crucial and yet most uncertain.

2.1 Pre-determined Elements
In the next decade Victoria will:

experience moderate population growth, lower than for Australia as a whole

have an ageing population

grow in cultural and ethnic diversity

experience economic growth but a subdued labour market

see a widening gap between high and low income households

experience technological and structural change continuing to dominate people's
working lives. In the future, industry, enterprises and the workforce will be shaped by:

- the gathering momentum of globalisation and trade liberalisation

- the wide diffusion of information and technology

- the large and continuing shift in employment from manufacturing to services

- the increased importance of knowledge and skills in the production of services
changing the skills profile of jobs

- the fact that people will change careers, occupations and jobs more frequently
throughout their working lives

- the increase in casual and part-time employment

- the rapid turnover of goods and services and, with people changing jobs more often,
a more frequent renewal of skills and knowledge

- the increase in the number of well educated workers

- the disappearance of many unskilled jobs and a changing distribution of



employment opportunities

- the increasing number of people working on flexible contracts and other working

arrangements.

These changes will result in the emergence of new values and patterns of work and leisure.
In our community there will also be major changes in the character of our social conditions.
There is already evidence of increasing polarisation between those that do and do not have
jobs, and across race, gender and generational boundaries. It will be harder for individuals
and enterprises to understand and function successfully with the increasing market
complexity.

The impact of these certain drivers on training and further education in Victoria will be
substantial. They act as a backdrop to our scenarios for the future.

2.2 Uncertain Elements
The change drivers that are most critical for training and further education, and are most
uncertain, centre around the extent to which governments, enterprisei,pr:individuals are
prepared to pay for the training or further education which will, in turn, depend:on:

broad perceptions of its 'value' in economic, social or personal terms

the level of expectatlons.of a real return on any:expenditure or invettitent

politicalind.social pressures.

In turn these interrelatedfic,tors will be influence

the leveliAnAzpattern of demarid.:who will pay and how

community values, aspirations, needs, attitudesand preferences and:the:way they
manifest,themselves in determining views about Wba: 4s, 'useful knowledge!: oil:training
and further education

the nature of the useoftechnology in the déliiierypf training andfurthereducation an
the capacity of delivery systemsto adapt quickly erkQU h.

...

The following scenaridt:are constructed waiot the dimensions Ceiheeioltical uncertiinti:
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3.1 Introduction
Scenarios are narratives or stories about plausible alternative futures. They help us to think
about our current decisions which will have future implications and to plan strategies for the
future. Scenarios provide a basis for people to discuss the future in a more disciplined way
and to provide an ongoing reference point for decision making and planning.

Scenarios are not predictions or strategies. Unlike forecasting or market research, scenarios
present alternative images instead of extrapolating current trends from the present.

The use of scenarios is a way of rehearsing the future. Decisions which have been pre-tested
against a range of what fate may offer are more likely to stand the test of time. Ultimately the
end result of scenario planning is not a more accurate picture of tomorrow but better
decisions today.

Two scenarios The Clever Country and The New Balance derived from the environmental
analysis and a series of workshops, are presented below. They are written from the perspective
of I 0 years from now.

3.2 Scenario: The Clever Country

The impact of the growing complexity in the economy and the pressures on
governments, enterprises and individuals has resulted in buoyant training and
further education.

Because of the persistently high levels of unemployment and the community's anger over the
issue, successive governments have tried to restructure the economy to encourage
productivity, to increase workforce flexibility and to ameliorate the unemployment. After the
year 2000, programs like 'work for the dole' gave way to others aimed at skilling people to
adapt to multiple jobs and career paths and periods of under-employment. Programs to
encourage people with low participation rates, such as those with a language background
other than English, to enter into training and further education were supported.
Governments, banks and financial institutions made flexible loan options available to the
public for the purchase of education and training. In 2003 the Government also raised the age
of compulsory education to I 8 years. These approaches have had mixed success. Overall
unemployment rates are falling, albeit slowly, but there are still few jobs for youth.

Governments in a number of policy statements have embraced the concept and the rhetoric of
the 'clever country' and are willing to invest public money in training to more optimum levels
through the tax system, quasi-vouchers and employer incentives.

Throughout the last decade demand for re-skilling the workforce has remained buoyant as
industry and enterprises struggled with global pressures, local competitive conditions and the
impact of the new technologies on work practices. Industry, enterprises and the workforce
have been restructuring in response to the wide diffusion of information and technology and
the increased importance of knowledge and skills in the production of services. Still,
competition has been fierce and many firms have not been able to stay afloat.

Research shows that those enterprise managers who value training and were willing to invest
in the skills development of their workers are now getting a return on their investment.
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More and more businesses are now willing to take that investment risk.

Many workers have been able to grow with and adapt to the changes, but there still remains
a significant number who missed out on their education and are unable to compete for jobs.

For those people who do have jobs, their working life has also been dominated by structural
and technological change. The world of work is now highly competitive. It is elusive to many
and transient for the rest. Most jobs are now term-contracted, casual or part-time. People
change careers, occupations and jobs frequently. Many unskilled jobs have disappeared over
the past 10 years. Workers have increasingly had to become skilled in the use and
development of technology and in adapting to change in their workplaces. Workers now
expect to frequently renew their skills and knowledge to ensure that they remain
competitive and employable. These fragmented work patterns and skill demands have
resulted in the emergence of new values toward work and leisure.

What has persisted is a community belief that community, personal and work interests can be
secured through training and further education. Enterprises and workers demand high quality
training, delivered in a flexible and timely manner at a competitive,cost. They are frequent
users, who are prepared to pay more to get more. Workers and thikedutside of work also
come to training and further education for personal development skills arid:to.address their
need to improve their own, their family's and the conimunity's capacity to continuously adapt

..

to social change.
...

Continuous learning is now a necessity to imPrvelife chances. In 2ti3khe Government
introduced the Learning throiiiimut,Life Act to guarantee;dtizens access tolearriIng,
opportunities,,at any time in their liVes,, to acquire new skillSlor,fife or work. It was:expected
that the trainingindfurther education system.would be a major pathway for post-schtid,
learners.

Because of:recently emerging perceptions about the systetii!Sperformance agaiiitt
expectations, tralninkand further educitiOnjs under doser sthitinOnd increasing pressure
to clearly demonstrate lobTrelated and individual/community development:outcomes.

...... ,,,- ,,,,,,,,
New technaogies have radically altered,the way governme :enterprises ana'iridi'idUaJs,.do
their business analearn. At the same time:there has been a worl V4itie.struggle between
public, political and commercial interests overthwontrol of inforrnatiorran
communications technology. Australian Governments: Ave been attemptin lci:support and
protect local markets, including traihingmarkets, by laying, own:rules that set stan ar sand
regulate media ownership and the use of technology in Australia::: This ,has fostered
partnerships between priVate enterprise and providers to invest in information and learning
technology infrastructure in diilerto improve public accessand use of training:and:further
education. The use of multi-media technology in Victoria'tztraining and furthere' O'Cation:-
providers is growirikand has largely replaced:the old institutionaVilifristructure. Howeve
many small private providershave had difficultrwith:paying for staffikill4finithe use of
learning technology and are firidingthe survival in the,bikpond tough.

..
..........

Managers and teachers.in,most of the rnegarinstitutes have foun
profitable, and that it can fie:more efficient and 'Cheaper than traditionalime
technology also provides the means for rapid responsestocustomer needsan
to customise training to a high degree:iome providers have:al .reached into ne
strong markets.

e.use of multi-media
ods. The

e:capacity

...
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People with diverse aspirations are finding that the new learning technologies are providing
them with the means to enter into a wider range of courses, many of which are customised
short courses, at a large number of electronic sites. Many customers are able to get access
to training and further education from home, work and in the community at times that suit
them. However, the technology has also created a new under-class and paradoxically is
reducing access to learning for the 'information poor'.

Learners have 'global' access to training and further education and, despite Australian
Governments' attempts to protect local markets, European and American controlled training
and education institutes are attracting significant numbers of Australian students. The
Australian training market is also being inundated with curriculum and learning materials from

other cultures.

Much of the Victorian system has been able to compete successfully in international markets.
Vocational education providers are also attracting overseas students to their World Wide
Web sites for training, but they are fickle. Local students who are attracted to overseas
courses via the Web are also demanding complementary personal tuition by local providers.
However, as in other industries, competition in training and further education is fierce and
two of the TAFE Institutes that were privatised in 2002 have recently gone to the wall.

3.3 Scenario: The New Balance

The changing nature of work and society has led governments, enterprises and
individuals into meeting their needs through strategies which diminish the demand

for formal training and further education.

The Government announced in its 2008/09 budget what had been expected for some time
that work for the dole was to be compulsory for all dole recipients. This follows extensive
Cost/Benefit Output Analysis of a range of alternative measures, including training and further
education, to combat joblessness and its attendant social pathologies. Most of the strategies
aimed at improving unemployment through the supply-side were found to be failing or have
very modest positive effects but, more importantly, were generally perceived to be
expensive failures.

In making this move, the Government is merely keeping in step with a community that has
successfully adjusted to the reduction in the number of full-time jobs, with many people
seeking a new balance in their lives between economic and other imperatives. People no
longer believe that more training leads to jobs, and there is widespread acceptance of the
benefits to the individual and society generally of the unemployed making a substantial
contribution to community welfare in return for financial support. This is in line with a long-
standing requirement that has significantly strengthened consumer power that students in
any form of post-compulsory education (21+) must meet at least 50% of the full average
opportunity cost (including recurrent and capital) of publicly funded courses.

In line with these developments, publicly funded training has diminished since the heady days of
the 1990s significantly eroding the total TAFE funding, 75% of which is now derived from fees

from customers.

Training levels in formal accredited programs are threatening the continued viability of these
programs as individuals and businesses are becoming much more canny about strategies to
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get what they want, whether it be skills for work or not. The benefits from formal training

are being calculated in a much more sophisticated way. More oftenthan not clear benefits

are not found, either in improved income for people or improved productivity for
enterprises. The flooding of the market with university graduates and VET trained people
removed any market value that qualifications once had, except in very rare circumstances of
certain areas of higher education such as object relations computing.

The strategy of large private corporations and government services to reduce to core activities
and out-source everything else has largely remained intact despite constant revisions of thinking
about what is core activity and some pulling back of outsourced services. Many products and
services are provided by an extended pattern of small business or highly specialised businesses.

Labour hire firms manage a significant proportion of the resourcing for enterprises.

Attitudes to staff training in most businesses exposed to competition have improved
significantly as people are seen as the essential resource of the enterprise, ahead of anything
else. However, these businesses are having their specific needs met through specialised fee-
for-service training from a range of consultants. In some cases networking between firms
with common issues or problems has resulted in them pooling their resources for training.
They are taking advantage of the new tax concessions and subsidieinow available.
Recruitment is from either the pool of experienced labour or from schoör

Even high technology export-oriented enterprises have ritinnalised their employment .
strategies to an unprecedented degree and:they employ only a small:core of highly skilled:: ..
highly paid staff, with the bulk of workers part-tirnek.casual and term-contracted. These need

..
little training and are easily inierchangeable because of:technology, includingthksmall but
growing application of nano-techneirogy,

Small businesses are rAanton the education system for providing the:150C:entry-level
but they.look to the labour market for more skilled 'recruits. New methodilit thepublic
training syiferrlhave made inroads into.service provision for:small business but the:successful
strategies have lieetlAdopted by private"Ce.insultants who have apWrecJ a major share'df;t
market. Co-operative training networks haveaNdsprung up betweensm thusinesses but
is difficult for public providert'Wsuccessfully manageithtipublic subsidy tditeriak usiness
training widitheflexibility these businesses require.

,,,,,,,,,

Many unskilled jobs havedisappeared and, overthepast 10 years, workersibave increasingly
had to become skilled in the useand development oPitethnology and in adaptirf .to:change in
their workplaces.,However, many workers.who missed outunIheir education areuna leto
compete for these.jobs,.

Full-time work has become a minority activity with70Pkof.people over 2teit e
unemployed, working intermittently,partrtime or casualry,-witka:series of empidyers,
sometimes with seVeral.simultaneously. Newlexpressions, 'serial,ern loyment' and
'promiscuous employeee'have arisen to describethe.phenomenon

The structure of employment has resnlyed to a core of hiiiilOaidspecialised stafh
enterprises and a periphery of part-time, contract staff who comeandgo. Loyalty to t eir
employer of the full-time ar.specialist employe0-100.be bought throu income and
inducements like training in exotklocations. The part:dmeworkers have rep ace :loyalty to
employer with the need to hustle for allying, and to other PeffOnalinterests. Thea
rapidly widening range of lifestyles availablifkriand adopted by many linembers of society
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People now have the time and the inclination to adopt the lifestyle appropriate to the
situation which they face, mitigated only by the financial resources they have.

The extent to which there is a genuine commitment by people to a lifelong program of
education reflects a desire for self-development and an optimisation of personal potential
rather than a contribution to the economy or a commitment to meet new workplace
practices. This also encompasses an investigation in some depth of the activities people
judge, with some professional advice, to be the most important for them personally.

Government education services have diminished significantly following wholesale lifestyle
changes being experienced by many and the loss of faith by the community. People have
adjusted remarkably successfully to 'portfolio' living and seek a balance between 'work' and
'leisure' although the distinction is becoming far less clear. With the loss of attachment to
employer or career, incentives to learn for work have all but disappeared.

The rapid and widespread introduction of new technology in public training services to
reduce costs and improve outcomes has produced a paradox of reducing access of the
'information poor', and turning off many others who could no longer fulfil their learning or
social needs. Many others, probably the majority of students, have fully embraced the new
learning technologies and the opportunities presented. Indeed, as people have become more
sophisticated about technology, the world itself has become available to them for learning.
This has resulted in a much more competitive world market and a diminished scale of
operations in Victoria. The many millions of dollars poured into developing the TAFE brand in
the market have been completely wasted, because the market has moved on. There is no
customer loyalty in cyberspace.
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4.1 Introduction
The process adopted for the review of strategic directions included, as a first step, an analysis
of the environment in which the training and further education system finds itself. The
purpose of the environmental analysis was to meet a specific need to provide information
on factors which might be important drivers of change in training and further education in the
longer term, in the context of determining those important and most uncertain elements
influencing the long term future, and for developing scenarios. It was not intended to be
comprehensive or exhaustive but only to provide sufficient material to stimulate thinking to
enable judgements to be made and for implications to be drawn.

A range of issues relating to the internal and external environment at macro and micro levels
was considered. The micro forces are concerned with key factors/features in the local
environment that will influence success and shape outcomes. The macro issues can include
social, economic, political, technological and environmental forces. The important results of
the analysis are outlined below.

4.2 External Forces
Why Fund Education and Training?
Governments, firms and individuals fund training because it helps to:

improve productivity by providing workers and industry with the skills they both need

improve economic efficiency by allocating human resources between industries,
occupations, regions and time, and reduce the costs to the community and individuals
of adjustment to structural change

improve workforce flexibility, adaptability and overall workplace 'literacy'

assist individuals meet their work, earning and life aspirations.

Much of the impetus behind the increased stress on training and further education in recent
years stems from the belief that competitiveness, the efficient use of technology, and
improvements in product quality and innovation require an adaptable and broadly skilled
workforce.

There is an increasing realisation that in the future Australia will need to depend more on the
skill of its people and less on the vast natural wealth of the country. Current trends in public
and private training and further education indicate that expenditure is declining and that our
expenditure on this form of education lags behind comparable countries.

Policy Context
In the 1980s and 1990s, training and further education has come to be defined in a particular
way due to the policies of successive governments. These policies relate specifically to
training and further education but also emanate from 'whole of government' approaches. Key
aspects of these policies are detailed in Section 4.3 Internal Forces; they include approaches
to teaching and learning, and the role of markets and quasi-market mechanisms in
government. It is increasingly clear that aspects of this approach are under challenge
as an adequate basis for future development.
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Recurrent Resources
There have been a number of years of unprecedented growth in funding from all sources,
including direct funding from State and Commonwealth governments, student contributions
through fees, and fee-for-service activity by providers in a number of areas. Significant
efficiencies were also obtained as a result of reduced labour costs. More recently, direct
Commonwealth Government funding has ceased to grow and unit costs are likely to increase

due to salary increases and quality improvements in services.

Demography
The annual growth rate for Victoria between 1991 and 1996 at 0.6% was half the Australian
average. Projections of the growth and the age profile of the Australian and Victorian
population to the year 2051 indicate that the population will rise at a lower rate than has
been experienced in the past. The population of Victoria is projected to increase by 16% by
2051, well below the Australian average of 44%. Melbourne may slip to Australia's third
largest city by 2020.

The growth in the population will be skewed towards older age groups such that 25% of the
population is projected to be 65 and over in 2051, against the curreni"1:2%. With current
levels of fertility and net immigration, the dependency ratio (the proportiorvokhe population
under 15 and over 64) could increase from 49% to 55.:2Py(74,by 2021 and 68.2% by20.5.1.

Household Income

.. ..

In the ten years to 1994 the 6p:between high and low:income householdvwidened.
Household disposable income increkted by 52% in the 1c4e4t;qi.iintile comparedto:74% in
the highest quiniileAn.1994 the top 20%'af:households received40% of total househot
disposable income, an'ivepge of $1250 a weiki:as:against the bottOrn',2(Mof households
receivinga 6% share, an average of $175 a week.

...

Participation in Education
...

One response to the intensifle4,compention for job§:tias.been an increase ,rtrcipation in
post-schooreducation which hiciiiiittieen limited to youngipeople who have lfschpol.
At all stages in lifd;:people, especially women, are increasingly'partiripanng in post-sc o
education either to increne their existing skitiiiiir:to retrain for a newlo

Over the past decade, school retention rates across AattAtiChave increased Signifi.4
from 48.7% in 1'986.to 71.3% in 1996.TniViotoria, the retentroorate,in 1996 was
The cohort of 15-24 yeit:pids participating in-Irv:education increate: r'rn.40.1% in 19
to 50.3% in 1996. ....

,

The relative share bf.this increase did 'ii.a."*.ranslate significantVinto TAFE participation but
substantially boosted higher,education partidpatIon rates which near*. ,04.1gO in a decade ,,,
or so to reach 15.5%. In Victorwthe 1996 TAFE participation rate was 12: .:2% above
the average for Australia for that yeaniPart-time study (less:Man:540 hours) has,beerville.
dominant mode of participation in TAFE in,Victona 88% of enrolments in 1996. ,,,,,

higher education sector, ihe.participation rate-iiiVitIoria was 17%, asagaInst the national
average of 15.5%.

..
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The Labour Force
The structure of the labor force will continue changing over the next decade. Industry
growth over the next two decades will continue to be concentrated in the service industries
including the finance, health, personal services, retail, and accommodation and restaurant
industries. Employment will grow more slowly in many of the manufacturing industries, in
line with trends over the recent past.

In August 1997 Victoria's labour force participation rate was 62.7% and the unemployment
rate 9.3%. A major feature of the unemployment situation is the high rates noted for those
born in countries other than those that are mainly English speaking. Higher rates of youth
unemployment have also become persistent.

While the unemployment rate in recent years has tended to stay at 8-9% the proportion
unemployed for a year or more has been on the increase. In August 1997 the long-term
unemployed constituted 33% of all unemployed, an increase of 3% over 1996. Great
difficulty is being experienced by the unemployed over 45 years of age in getting work.

Between 1989 and 1995 the total number of hours worked increased by only 6.4%,
reflecting population growth and employment growth rather than productivity growth.
Average hours per employed worker have hardly changed, which obscured the fact that
there was an increase in the proportion of employed persons working part-time (20.5% in
1989 to 24.5% in 1995) and that more full-time workers were working much longer hours.
There has been a substantial increase in the number of part-time workers (+27%) since
1989. Between 1991 and 1995 the proportion of casual employment among all employed
persons increased by 4% to 24%.

Demand for Training
It is accepted that private market-based decisions by firms and individuals may lead to less
than optimum training from a social and economic point of view. This is the basis for
government funding for education. The less than optimal investment may arise because of
ignorance of the benefits, some benefits accruing to society rather than to individuals or
firms, or an inability of individuals to obtain finance to support their studies.

Looking at more than a few years ahead to identify training needs is highly speculative. It is
clear that the growth in employment will be in areas which have not been traditional areas of
activity of training and further education institutions. At the same time the traditional areas of
strength in training and further education will be relatively stagnant, in large part due to
restructuring and new technology in manufacturing.

We are often reminded that our dependence on natural resources will diminish in the next
century because of changes in the global economy and that Australia will have to live more
on its wits. It is arguable that for historical reasons Australia's skill formation processes are
not well suited to serve these needs. Expenditure on training by businesses in Australia is
comparable to the U.S. In Australia in 1995/96, $36,656 million was spent on new plant and
equipment but, at most, 12% of that amount was spent on structured training [cf. US 10%].
Out of every dollar spent on training in Australia, 40 cents went to managers and
professionals, and about 25 cents on trade (10 cents), sales and clerical (10 cents), and plant
and machinery operators (6 cents).



Historically speaking, training has been relatively high in the public sector, in large
organisations, among the young and where union membership has been high, and has been
low among workers in small business, part-time and casual employees and the self employed.
Trends show that the former are declining in numbers and the latter increasing, resulting in
reduced demand for training.

Over the decades, the shape of our workforce has changed from a manufacturing focus to a
service focus. People now enter the workforce later and leave earlier. Those in work will
most likely have to undergo several major job changes in life. There is a greater likelihood
that people will have periods without work or have a looser attachment to work.

Growth in part-time and casual employment may have the effect of reducing the demand for
training. These forms of employment reduce the returns that individuals can expect from
further expenditure of money, time and effort in training. Employers are also reluctant to
provide training when tenure of workers is short. Employment is currently growing relatively
faster in small business because of downsizing and outsourcing by large business. It is unlikely
that for the foreseeable future this approach by large business will alter.

Offsetting these trends is the desire of some individuals to improvetheir,circumstances and
the fact that most can expect to change occupation and/or industry severaletimes in a
working life.

Demand for training by individuals is sensibVe,to a number of factort;.These include:

the fee structure for training,and further educatiomand higher educ1ii
..

the incoMe:maintenance system, such as the Youth AlloWiñOe.

the level of wage sUbsidies by Government ...

parerit:,,student and school attitudes towards trainintatidifurther education-Waif in_
perceptioneas,to whether future prospects and earnings wi
participation

ease ofaccess to and flexibilitxof education systems

perceptions abOut.the number of jobs:available

the desire for increasedjObskills and appeal to:employers

the level agovernment funding, dittently falling.

In the longer run, continUingdernand for training:arid:further education:iv roblematic
because of a convergence of inthittryand governmeritsreducing funding, andthegrowing
extent of part-time,,casual and contractqatforms of work, recluciog,the capacity of .j. ls

to invest in their owri-training and further ddikation, or the reasötf'

4.3 Internal Forces
Competency Based Training

,,,,,,,,

Introduced in 1992, competency based.training (CBT) andassessment was inteb e
encourage an outcomes focus on trainingand to free training fitiftYgistrict adherence to



served. It focuses on what students need to know and do in the workforce as determined by
industry and everyday life, that is competencies.

It appears that industry standards have been developed covering the jobs of 80% of the
workforce. About 25% of courses now incorporate national competency standards. A total
of 71% of courses incorporate competency standards but whether they are national, state or
local is not known. At this time, all assessment is against learning outcomes rather than
against competency standards because the assessment systems are not yet in place. The
extent to which teaching practice conforms to the requirements of CBT is not known. Based
on anecdotal evidence, teaching practice has not fully embraced CBT The pace of reform has
been slow and variable but is picking up in some respects. There is no evidence of improved
competence of students or of improved outcomes for students and employers following the
introduction of CBT.

Skills Transfer
There are a number of grounds, pedagogical and practical, which suggest that CBT needs to be
tempered by other considerations. Research suggests that job skills and competencies are
largely contextually determined and workplace specific'. This research suggests that transfer of

competence even key competencies is limited, for example the 'ability to work in a team' in
the context of a sales team in a finance organisation will have limited transferability to the same
competency of 'ability to work in a team' for a work team in a manufacturing environment.

The literature on the subject also suggests that:

narrow behavioural approaches to CBT will not be flexible enough for future skill needs
and the range of workplaces

competencies at the enterprise level should be matched to the strategic goals of an
organisation

accreditation and review of training packages should be frequent enough to allow for
changing technologies and work practices.

In addition to these issues, the approach is likely to be hindered by the expense in establishing
and maintaining national standards to match technological and other changes in the structure
of employment, and by the likelihood that national standards will not be able to reflect local
requirements.

There are implications of other trends identified in this paper regarding the nature and
structure of employment and the discontinuous career path requiring in the future several
major shifts in work the shift to a lifelong learning approach and the introduction of
technology-based instruction which will require re-examination of many of the assumptions
underlying CBT. There are contradictions in a system trying to be customer-responsive but
with nationally set standards for getting access to the qualifications monopoly and with
industry reducing its expenditure on training.

Funding Sources
In the four years to 1996 the TAFE Institutes' revenue increased by 50% to $743 million.
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Institutes' revenue base primarily represents grants received from State and Federal
governments. A slow and steady shift is occurring to include other sources of revenue.
During the period 1993-97, the proportion of funding of TAFE Institutes from both
Government sources declined from 80% to 74% while the revenue from student fees
increased from 3% to 5% and fee-for-service, ancillary training etc increased from I 7%-2 1%.

In the adult community education sector a similar trend towards the revenue from
Government sources, complemented by increased capacity to raise funds through other

activities such as fee-for-service, has emerged.

Capital
Increasingly, the need for growth in capital facilities is being questioned. Buildings and
equipment are becoming obsolete and maintenance, upgrade and replacement costs are high.
In many circumstances utilisation rates are low. This is occurring in a time when there is
pressure for optimising and rationalising space usage and when new training technologies that

are less dependent on classrooms are being developed.

The TAFE Institute building utilisation rat& for the whole of Victoi:iiis39.7%3 for all
delivery". This compares poorly with an international best practice bendi'mark of 54.9%5.
There are also significant levels of duplication of tralningfacilities and instances tifvery small-

scale facilities'.

Staffing
Between 1993and 1997 the staff pIofile of TAFE Institutes:changed significantlOrhere.was
an overall net re'duction in the number of teaching staff due to areduction in permanent:fti 7::
time teachers outweighingan increase in the niirnber of contract teiaiiiigttaff and sessional
teachingstaff. Non-teaching staffincreased even thouglIpermanent staff declinedThe
female to rivalestaff ratio increased4rom 75% in 1993 to'94%;i0 1997. Overall, sta
numbers increaAkl:by just 1%. The parrates for teaching staffhavebeen declining relative
to, and are on averagelower than, other edutation sectors. This m*become an issue in the
context of adopting new tethhologies for teaching and:learning, training pac esand
assessment arrangements.

New Technology

,

Communicationsand information technology has the potenti 10 enhance training: eli:very in
a variety of ways.'Por. industry clients, indiVidual students, teacherstnd, managers, eleetteini
communication offers geeater access, more informed choice and a variety Eof learning modes

to suit individual needs.

It is likely that if scilevconomies are to beachieved in the future;:and,it appears likely.:t
resourcing issues will niakethis necessary, neWtahnologies for =NW
required, for example throughtsmuch more extensivelase of communicationstec
Technological based solutions will neectto,be intrinsic to theprovider's core businessra
than as an 'add-on', and.will lead to a bettergppreciation of opportunities.

ivery will be
ology.

er

2 52 hours usage per week for 40 weeks per
' Metropolitan usage rates are higher - 34.4% for contFacted delivery and 42:19fir:411:flelivery.

OTFE 1996, North West Study. ,,,,,
5 Facilities Analysis and Review, prepared for the Ministerial Re4f6W.on the Provision of TAF,E;in t1eropolitan

Melbourne, 1997.
6 IL:A
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Underlying this approach is the belief that Victoria must position itself for a much more
competitive and volatile environment. Victoria has managed to stay ahead in the national
league but with developments in opening up the market, training and further education will
come under pressure from other sectors, other States, and possibly more importantly from
other countries. There are grounds for thinking that the approaches that have been
appropriate in the past will not by themselves provide adequate capacity for change into the
future. Trends already emerging are challenging the past approach towards fundamental

values teaching and learning approaches and philosophy, delivery systems, 'customer' value,
government accountability and markets, and structural change in industry and across the
community at large.
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